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1. INTRODUCTION
 In 1979, Rockafellar 14 introduced the important notion of directional
Lipschitzness for extended real-valued functions f defined over any topo-
logical vector space E. With the help of this notion, he extended subdiffer-
 ential calculus established by Clarke 8 , for locally Lipschitz functions, to
non-locally Lipschitz functions. He also introduced the hyper-tangent cone
Ž Ž ..at x, f x , which will be called here ‘‘the interior tangent cone’’
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . 4I epi f ; x, f x , to the epigraph epi f x, r  E : f x  r of the
Ž .function f , as the set of all  , s in E for which there exist a
Ž .neighborhood V of  , s in E and a real number  0 such that
 X epi f 0,  V	 epi f. In so doing, he obtained that f is directionally
Ž Ž ..Lipschitz at x if and only if I epi f ; x, f x .
 On the other hand, Rockafellar 13 showed that the pseudo-Lipschitz-
Ž  .ness of a set-valued mapping M a notion introduced by Aubin 1 is
equivalent to the Lipschitzness of the scalar function  defined byM
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. x, y 
 d y, M x the distance between y and M x . This functionM
Ž    has been successfully used by many authors Clarke 9 , Rockafellar 13 ,
      .Castaing and Valadier 6 , Thibault 18 , Bounkhel and Thibault 5 , etc. to
study several properties of set-valued mappings.
 This work is a logical continuation of our paper 5 , where we estab-
lished some characterizations of the tangential regularity of set-valued
mappings M in terms of directional regularity of the scalar function  .M
So, our goal here is to characterize set-valued mappings M for which the
scalar function  is directionally Lipschitz in the sense of RockafellarM
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 14 . These characterizations will allow us to apply the results established
   by Bounkhel and Thibault 4 and Rockafellar 14 . They will also enable
us to provide new results and to extend for this large class many results
which are well known for the pseudo-Lipschitz set-valued mappings in the
 sense of Aubin 1 .
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some preliminaries
and notation that are used throughout the paper. In Section 3, we
introduce the class of ‘‘directionally pseudo-Lipschitz set-valued mappings’’
as the family of all set-valued mappings M for which the scalar function
 is directionally Lipschitz. We establish a geometric characterization ofM
this class, and we study several of its properties. In Section 4, we introduce
the quasi-interior tangent cone associated with a set-valued mapping as
the set of all directions for which the set-valued mapping is required to be
directionally pseudo-Lipschitz. Two other cones, which are used in the
next sections, are also introduced. Some properties and relationships
between these three cones are established. In Section 5, we apply the
results established in the previous sections and some results proved by
 Bounkhel and Thibault 4 to study the tangential regularity of direction-
ally pseudo-Lipschitz set-valued mappings.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout the paper, M will be a set-valued mapping from a Haus-
dorff topological vector space E into a normed vector space F. Its graph
Ž . Ž .gph M resp. its domain dom M is the set gph M x, y  E F : y
Ž .4 Ž  Ž . 4.M x resp. dom M x E : M x  . The set-valued mapping
M is said to be closed provided its graph is closed.
 4  Ž . Let f be a function from E into  , with f x . The
 Ž . Ž  .Rockafellar directional deriatie f x; . is defined see 12 by
 1f x ; h  sup lim sup inf t f x th   ,Ž . Ž .ž /
hHŽ . Ž .HN h x ,   xf
t0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4where x,   x means x,   epi f z,   E; f z   andf
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .x,   x, f x and where N h denotes the set of neighborhoods of h.
 Ž .If f is Lipschitz around x, then f x; h coincides with the Clarke
0 0 1Ž . Ž .  Ždirectional deriatie f x; . defined by f x; h 
 lim sup t f xx x, t 0
. Ž . th  f x . Even if f is not necessarily Lipschitz around x we will put
0 1f x ; h  lim sup t f x th   .Ž . Ž .
Ž .x ,   xf
t0
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Ž .The function f is said to be directionally Lipschitz dir. Lipschitz at x
Ž  .with respect to a vector h see 14 if
 1f x ; h  lim sup t f x th   .Ž . Ž .
Ž .x ,   xf
Ž . Ž .t , h  0 , h
If this relation holds for some h, one says that f is dir. Lipschitz at x.
Observe that f is Lipschitz around x if and only if it is dir. Lipschitz at x
Ž .with respect to zero or equivalently with respect to any vector in E .
Now, let us recall the Aubin notion of pseudo-Lipschitz set-valued
Ž  .mappings see 1, 2 . The definition below is a direct adaptation of the
 definition given in 1, 2 to the case when E is a topological vector space.
DEFINITION 2.1. The set-valued mapping M is said to be pseudo-
Ž .Lipschitz at x, y  gph M when there are neighborhoods X of x, Y of y,
and a closed convex neighborhood U of zero in E such that
YM x 	M x   x x  , for all x , x X ,Ž . Ž . Ž .U F
where  denotes the closed unit ball of F centered at the origin and F U
Ž .  4denotes the jauge of U, i.e.,  z  inf t 0: z tU .U
Note that this obviously ensures that X	 dom M.
 In 13 , Rockafellar proved, when E is normed, that M is pseudo-
Ž .Lipschitz at x, y if and only if there exist a real number l 0, neighbor-
hoods X of x and Y of y such that
   d y , M x  d y, M x  y y  l x x ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
for all x , y , x, y  X Y ,Ž . Ž .
Ž .where d ., S denotes the usual distance function to the set S.
3. DIRECTIONALLY PSEUDO-LIPSCHITZ
SET-VALUED MAPPINGS
We will denote by  the distance function associated with the set-val-M
Ž . Ž Ž ..ued mapping M and defined on E F by  x, y 
 d y, M x , withM
Ž .the convention d y, 
. Throughout the remainder of the paper,
Ž .x, y will be a point in gph M, the graph of M. We begin with the
following proposition, which will often be used in the sequel. Its proof is
 similar to that of Theorem 3.1 in 5 .
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Ž .PROPOSITION 3.1. For all h, k  E F
 1 x , y ; h , k 
 lim sup t  x th , y tk ,Ž .Ž .M M
MŽ . Ž .x , y  x , y
hh , t0
MŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where x, y  x, y means x, y  x, y and x, y  gph M.
This proposition allows us to derive directly some characterizations of
the directional Lipschitzness of  in the following corollary.M
COROLLARY 3.1. Let h E. The following assertions are equialent:
Ž . Ž . Ž .i  is dir. Lipschitz at x, y in the directions h, k for eeryM
k F;
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii  is dir. Lipschitz at x, y in the dir. h, 0 ;M
1Ž . Ž .Miii lim sup t  x th, y .Ž x, y. Ž x, y ., h h, t 0 M
In the following proposition we establish a geometric characterization of
set-valued mappings M for which the scalar function  is dir. Lipschitz.M
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.2. The function  is dir. Lipschitz at x, y in theM
Ž . Ž .direction h, 0 if and only if there exist 	 0, neighborhoods H N h ,
Ž .X Y N x, y , and a bounded subset K in F such that for all x X, all
  Ž . Ž .hH, and all t 0, 	 one has M x  Y	M x th  tK.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Suppose that  is dir. Lipschitz at x, y with respect to h, 0 .M
Ž . Ž .Then there exist  , 	 0 and neighborhoods H N h , X Y N x, y
  Ž . Ž .such that for all t 0, 	 and all x, y  X Y  gph M one has
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .d y, M x th 
  x th, y  t. There exists yM x th suchM
  Ž . Ž .that y y  t t, and hence y y t  1 	M x th 
Ž . Ž . Ž .t  1 . Taking K  1 , one then obtains yM x th  tK.
Ž . Ž .Thus, there exist 	 0, H N h , X Y N x, y , and a bounded
Ž . Ž .  subset K of F such that M x  Y	M x th  tK for all t 0, 	 , all
hH, and all x X. This ensures the proof of the direct implication.
Now, we prove the reverse implication. Suppose that there exist h E,
Ž .neighborhoods H of h, X Y of x, y , a real number 	 0, and a
 bounded subset K	 F such that for all x X, hH, and t 0, 	 we
Ž . Ž .have M x  Y	M x th  tK. As K is bounded, there exists a real
Ž . Ž .number  0 such that K	 . Consequently, for all x, y  X Y
  Ž . gph M, hH, and t 0, 	 one has yM x th  t; hence
Ž . Ž Ž .. x th, y 
 d y, M x th  t , which ensures by Proposition 3.1M
 Ž . Ž .that  x, y; h, 0 . Therefore,  is dir. Lipschitz at x, y withM M
Ž .respect to h, 0 .
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In line with the definition of pseudo-Lipschitz set-valued mappings by
   Aubin 1 and the results of Rockafellar 14 , Proposition 3.2 leads us to
consider the following definition.
DEFINITION 3.1. We will say that M is directionally pseudo-Lipschitz at
Ž .x, y with respect to some direction h E provided there exist 	 0,
Ž . Ž .neighborhoods H N h , X Y N x, y , and a bounded subset K in F
 such that for all x X, all hH, and all t 0, 	
M x  Y	M x th  tK .Ž . Ž .
Ž .We will also say that M is dir. pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y if there exists
Ž .h E such that M is dir. pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y with respect to h.
We close this section with the following result. It provides the equiva-
lence between the directional pseudo-Lipschitz property for M and the
same property for the set-valued mapping obtained by taking the closure
of images.
PROPOSITION 3.3. The set-alued mapping M is dir. pseudo-Lipschitz at
Ž .x, y with respect to h E if and only if the set-alued mapping M enjoys the
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .same property. Here M is defined by M x 
 cl M x , the closure of M x
Ž .in F. If , in addition, E is normed, then M is pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y if and
only if M satisfies the same property.
Ž .Proof. Suppose that M is dir. pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y with respect to
Ž . Ž .h E. Then there exist 	 0, neighborhoods H N h , X N x , an
Ž .open neighborhood Y N y , and a bounded subset K in F such that
Ž . Ž .  M x  Y	M x th  tK for all x X, hH, and t 0, 	 . Let
 0 be such that K	 . As Y is open, one has for all x X, all
 hH, and all t 0, 	
M x  Y	 cl M x  Y 	 cl M x th  tK ;Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .hence M x  Y	 cl M x th  t 	M x th  2 t andF F
Ž .hence M is dir. pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y .
Ž .Conversely, suppose that M is dir. pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y with
Ž .respect to h E. There exist 	 0, neighborhoods H N h , X Y
Ž . Ž . Ž .N x, y , and a bounded subset K	 F such that M x  Y	M x th 
 tK , for all x X, hH, and t 0, 	 . Let  0 such that K	  .F
  Ž . Ž .Then for all x X, hH, and t 0, 	 one has M x  Y	M x  Y
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž	M x th  tK and hence M x  Y	M x th  t 	M xF
. Ž .th  2 t . This ensures that M is dir. pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y withF
respect to h, and hence the proof of the first part of the proposition is
finished.
When E is normed, one proceeds as in the first part above.
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4. TANGENT CONES ASSOCIATED WITH A
SET-VALUED MAPPING
In this section we will use the conclusion of Proposition 3.2 to define the
Ž .quasi-interior tangent cone associated with M at x, y . We will say that a
Ž .vector h is in the quasi-interior tangent cone Q M x, y associated with Mint
Ž .at x, y provided the set-valued mapping M is dir. pseudo-Lipschitz at
Ž .x, y with respect to h. We can easily check that the quasi-interior
tangent cone is the set of all h in E for which there are 	 0, neighbor-
Ž .hoods H of h, X Y of x, y , and a bounded subset K	 F such that for
Ž . Ž .  all hH, x, y  X Y  gph M, and t 0, 	 one has
 4x , y  t h  K  gph M.Ž . Ž .
Ž .So, this open set Q M x, y characterizes, by its nonemptiness, theint
Ž  .set-valued mappings that are dir. pseudo-Lipschitz. As for sets see 15 , it
is very useful to characterize the dir. pseudo-Lipschitz set-valued mappings
with the help of other cones. These cones are required to play, for the
study of the directional pseudo-Lipschitzness of set-valued mappings, roles
similar to those played by the hypertangent cone of Rockafellar and the
Clarke tangent cone for the study of epi-Lipschitzness of sets.
So, we define, in a similar way as above, the quasi-hypertangent cone
Ž . Ž . Ž .Q M x, y associated with M at x, y . We will say that hQ M x, yhyp hyp
Ž .if there exist 	 0, a neighborhood X Y of x, y , and a bounded
Ž . Ž .  subset K	 F such that for all x, y  X Y  gph M and t 0, 	
one has
 4x , y  t h  K  gph M.Ž . Ž .
The other cone which will be interposed in this section is the quasi-tan-
Ž . Ž .gent cone Q M x, y associated with M at x, y . This cone is defined bytan
Ž .hQ M x, y if for any neighborhood H of h, there exist 	 0, atan
Ž .neighborhood X Y of x, y and a bounded subset K	 F such that for
  Ž . Ž .all x X and t 0, 	 one has YM x 	M x tH  tK. Observe
Ž . Ž . Ž .that one always has Q M x, y 	Q M x, y 	Q M x, y .int hyp tan
Remark 4.1. Note that for the set-valued mapping M defined by
Ž .M x 
 F if x S and  otherwise, where S is a nonempty closed subset
Ž . Ž . Ž .of E, the cones Q M x, y , Q M x, y , and Q M x, y associatedint hyp tan
Ž .with M at x, y  gph M
 S F coincide, respectively, with the interior
tangent cone, the hypertangent cone, and the Clarke tangent cone associ-
ated with S at x S.
In this section we will study some properties and relationships between
these tangent cones. We begin with the following proposition.
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PROPOSITION 4.1. The following assertions are equialent:
Ž .1. M is dir. pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y ;
Ž .2.  is dir. Lipschitz at x, y ;M
Ž .3. Q M x, y .int
Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.2, Definition
Ž .3.1, and the definition of Q M x, y .int
Ž .The following theorem proves, in particular, that Q M x, y ,int
Ž . Ž .Q M x, y , and Q M x, y are convex cones in E. This is in line withhyp tan
   Corollary 2 in Rockafellar 14 and Proposition 2.2 in Thibault 17 .
THEOREM 4.1. The following assertions hold:
Ž . Ž . Ž .1. Q M x, y Q M x, y 	Q M x, y ;int tan int
Ž . Ž . Ž .2. Q M x, y Q M x, y 	Q M x, y ;int hyp int
Ž . Ž . Ž .3. Q M x, y Q M x, y 	Q M x, y ;int int int
Ž . Ž . Ž .4. Q M x, y Q M x, y 	Q M x, y ;hyp hyp hyp
Ž . Ž . Ž .5. Q M x, y Q M x, y 	Q M x, y ;tan tan tan
Ž .6. Q M x, y is an open conex cone in E;int
Ž .7. Q M x, y is a conex cone in E;hyp
Ž .8. Q M x, y is a closed conex cone in E.tan
Ž . Ž .Proof. 1. Let h Q M x, y and h Q M x, y . There exist1 int 2 tan
	  0, neighborhoods V of zero in E, X of x, Y of y, and a bounded1 1 1
 subset K of F such that for all t 0, 	 ,   V, and x X one has1 1 1
Y M x 	M x t   h  tK . 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 1
Choose a symmetric neighborhood W of zero in E, a neighborhood X  of
x, and a real number 	  0 satisfying
 WW	 V and X  0, 	  h W 	 X .Ž .2 1
By the definition of the quasi-tangent cone, there exist two neighborhoods
X and Y of x and y, respectively, a real number 	  0, and a bounded2 2 2
 subset K in F such that for all t 0, 	 and x X2 2 2
Y M x 	M x t h W  tK . 4.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2 2
Choose now a neighborhood Y  of y and a real number 	 0 such that
 4  	min 	 , 	 , 	 and Y  0, 	 K 	 Y . Put X X  X  X and1 2 2 1 1 2
 Y Y  Y  Y and fix any t 0, 	 , any wW, and any x X. Fix1 2
Ž . Ž .also y YM x . Then, by 4.2 , there exist wW and k  K such2 2
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Ž Ž .. Ž .that y tk M x t h  w . Put x
 x t h  w and y
 y2 2 2
 Ž .  tk . As X  0, 	  h W 	 X and Y  0, 	 K 	 Y , one has x2 2 1 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž ŽX and y Y M x . It follows then from 4.1 that yM x t h1 1 1
Ž ... w w  tK , because w wWW	 V. Therefore one has1
y
 y tk M x t h  w w  tK  tK ,Ž .Ž .Ž .2 1 1 2
	M x t h  h  w  t K  K .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2
Thus, by taking H h  h W and K K  K , one obtains that1 2 1 2
  Ž . Ž .for all x X, t 0, 	 , and hH one has YM x 	M x th  tK.
Ž .This ensures that h  h Q M x, y .1 2 int
2. The assertions 2 and 3 are direct consequences of 1.
4. The proof of assertion 4 is similar to that of 1.
Ž .5. Let h , h Q M x, y and let H be a neighborhood of h  h1 2 tan 1 2
in E.
Ž . Ž .Choose H  N h and H  N h such that H H 	H. Then, by1 1 2 2 1 2
the definition of the quasi-tangent cone, there exist 	  0, neighborhoods1
X of x and Y of y, and a bounded subset K in F such that1 1 1
 Y M x 	M x tH  tK for all x X and t 0, 	 .Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1 1
4.3Ž .
Choose now 	  0 and neighborhoods X  of x and H 	H of h such2 2 2
  Ž .that X  0, 	  H 	 X . Since h Q M x, y there exist 	  0,2 1 2 tan 2
neighborhoods X of x and Y of y, and a bounded subset K in F such2 2 2
that
  Y M x 	M x tH  tK for all x X and t 0, 	 . 4.4Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2 2
 Taking Y and 	 small enough, we may also suppose that Y  0, 	 K2 2 2 2 2
	 Y . Then put X 
 X  X  X , Y 
 Y  Y  Y , and 	
1 1 2 1 2
 4 Ž . Ž .  min 	 , 	 , 	  . Consider now x, y  X Y  gph M and t 0, 	 .1 2
Ž . Ž  . Then by 4.4 one has yM x tH  tK . Since x tH 	 X2 2 2
     Ž .0, 	 H 	 X and Y 0, 	 K 	 Y , it follows from 4.3 that one has2 1 2 1
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .yM x tH  tH  tK  tK 	M x t H H  t K  K .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
  Ž . Ž .Thus, for all x X and all t 0, 	 one has YM x 	M x tH 
Ž . Ž .t K  K , which ensures that h  h Q M x, y , and hence the1 2 1 2 tan
proof of the assertion 5 is finished.
Ž .6. We begin by proving that Q M x, y is a cone in E. Considerint
Ž .hQ M x, y and a real number 
 0. Then there exist 	 0, neigh-int
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borhoods H of h, X of x, and Y of y, and a bounded subset K in F such
Ž . Ž .  that for all x, y  X Y  gph M, t 0, 	 , and hH,
 4x , y  t h  K  gph M. 4.5Ž . Ž .Ž .
1 Ž .Put H 
H, K  
K , and 	  
 	 . It follows from 4.5 that for
Ž . Ž .  any x, y  X Y  gph M, any t 0, 	  , and any hH,
 4x , y  t h  K   gph M.Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .This ensures that 
hQ M x, y . The convexity of Q M x, y followsint int
Ž .directly from assertion 3 and the fact that Q M x, y is a cone. Theint
Ž .openness of Q M x, y is obvious by the definition.int
7. The proof of assertion 7 is similar to that of 6.
Ž .8. The proof that Q M x, y is a cone is similar to that of 6. Thetan
convexity of this cone is a direct consequence of 5. Thus, we have to show
Ž . Ž .that it is closed. Let h be a net converging to h with h Q M x, yj j J j tan
and let H be any open neighborhood of h. Then, there exists j  J such0
Žthat h H. Thus H is a neighborhood of h and hence by thej j0 0
Ž ..definition of Q M x, y there exist 	 0, a neighborhood X Ytan
Ž . Ž . Ž .N x, y , and a bounded subset K such that YM x 	M x tH  tK
  Ž .for any x X and t 0, 	 . So, hQ M x, y , which ensures thattan
Ž .Q M x, y is closed.tan
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.2. Assume that M is dir. pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y . Then
Ž .  Ž .  Ž .1. Q M x, y 
 int Q M x, y 
 int Q M x, y , the topologi-int hyp tan
Ž .cal interior of Q M x, y in E;tan
Ž .  Ž .  Ž .2. Q M x, y 
 cl Q M x, y 
 cl Q M x, y .tan hyp int
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. 1. Since Q M x, y 	Q M x, y 	Q M x, y and asint hyp tan
Ž . Ž Ž ..Q M x, y is nonempty because M is dir. pseudo-Lipschitz at x, yint
 Ž .and open, it is enough to show the inclusion int Q M x, y 	tan
Ž .  Ž . Ž .Q M x, y . Consider h int Q M x, y . Then for h Q M x, yint tan 0 int
 Ž . fixed, there exists 
 0 such that h 
h  int Q M x, y . As0 tan
Ž . Ž .Q M x, y is a cone, one has 
h Q M x, y , and hence by the firstint 0 int
assertion in Theorem 4.1 one gets
h
 
h  h 
h Q M x , y Q M x , y 	Q M x , y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 int tan int
This proves the desired inclusion.
2. Taking what precedes into account, it is sufficient to show
Q M x , y 	 cl Q M x , y .Ž . Ž .tan int
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Ž . Ž .Fix again h Q M x, y . For any hQ M x, y we have by the first0 int tan
assertion in Theorem 4.1, once again, for any integer n 1,
1
h h Q M x , y Q M x , y 	Q M x , y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .0 tan int intn
 Ž . Ž Ž . .and hence h cl Q M x, y because h
 lim h 1n h .int n 0
In assertion 1 of the previous proposition, we have given a relationship
Ž . Ž .between the tangent cones, Q M x, y and Q M x, y , when M isint hyp
Ž .assumed to be dir. pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y . Now, we establish a similar
Ž . Ž .relationship between Q M x, y and Q M x, y in the finite-dimen-int hyp
sional setting. We begin by proving the following proposition, which is in
 line with Theorem 1 of Rockafellar 15 . It will be used in the proof of
Theorem 4.2.
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.3. Let D be a nonempty compact subset of Q M x, y .tan
Then for any neighborhood U of zero in E, there exist 	 0, neighborhoods X
of x and Y of y, and a bounded subset K	 F such that
YM x 	M x t hU  tKŽ . Ž .Ž .
 for all t 0, 	 , x X , and hD.
Proof. Let U be a neighborhood of zero in E and let V be a symmetric
neighborhood of zero in E such that V V	U. As D is compact, there
mŽ . Ž .exist h , . . . , h in Q M x, y satisfying D	 h  V . Since h 1 m tan i
1 i i
Ž .Q M x, y for any i
 1, . . . , m, there exist 	 0, a neighborhoodtan
Ž .X Y N x, y , and a bounded subset K such that
 YM x 	M x t h  V  tK for all t 0, 	 and x X .Ž . Ž .Ž .i
4.7Ž .
 4Fix any hD. By the inclusion above for D, there exists j 1, . . . , m
Ž .  such that h h  V. Using 4.7 , one gets for any x X and t 0, 	j
YM x 	M x t h V V  tK	M x t hU  tK ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
and hence the proof is complete.
Ž .Now, we are ready to establish the relationship between Q M x, yint
Ž .  and Q M x, y . The proof is inspired by that of Theorem 2 in 15 .tan
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that M is closed and that E and F are finite-di-
Ž .  Ž .mensional spaces. Then Q M x, y 
 int Q M x, y .int tan
Ž .  Ž .Proof. The inclusion Q M x, y 	 int Q M x, y is a direct conse-int tan
Ž .quence of assertion 6 in Theorem 4.1 and of the inclusion Q M x, y 	int
Ž .  Ž .Q M x, y . So, we prove the reverse inclusion. Let h int Q M x, y .tan tan
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Ž .Fix  0 such that h 3	Q M x, y . Applying Proposition 4.3tan
with D
 h 3, one obtains 
 0, 	  0, and l 0 such that for
 any t 0, 	 , any x x 
, and any h h 3,
y 
 M x 	M x t h   tl. 4.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
 4Choose 	 and 
 small enough such that 0 	min 1l, 	  and 2

Ž   . Ž . Ž . Ž .3	 l h    
. We will prove that y 
 M x 	M x th
  tl, for all t 0, 	 , x x 
, and h h , which will ensure
Ž .that hQ M x, y . Suppose by contradiction that there exist x  xint 0
  Ž . Ž .
, t  0, 	 , y  y 
 M x , and h  h  satisfying0 0 0 0
y M x  t h  t l,Ž .0 0 0 0 0
 4i.e., x  t h  y  t l  gph M
.Ž .Ž .0 0 0 0 0
Since gph M is closed and  is compact, there exists a real number 
sufficiently small satisfying 0  1 l	 and
x  t h    y  t l  gph M
. 4.9Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .As x , y  gph M, this equality 4.9 implies that x  x  t h  0 0 0 0 0 0
  Ž  . ˜and hence  t h  t h   l . Now, we define t sup S with0 0 0
 S s 0, t : x  sh    y  sl  gph M . 4Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0
Ž Ž . .Note that 0 S because x , y  gph M and hence S is nonempty.0 0
˜The value t is attained, because of the compactness of S. Moreover, this
Ž .˜ ˜ ˜value t satisfies 0 t t  	 	 , since t t according to 4.9 and0 0
  4t˜ 0 because any positive number smin t ,  h is in S since0 0
Ž .x , y  gph M. Observe also that, by the definition of t, the interior of0 0
Ž . Ž ..˜ ˜the product x  th    y  tl does not meet the graph gph M.0 0 0
Consequently, gph M meets this product at some point on the boundary
Ž . Ž˜ ˜and hence there exist e , e  such that y  tle M x  th1 2 0 2 0 0
˜. ˜ ˜ e . Put y
 y  tle , x
 x  th   e , and h
 h  2 e . Then˜ ˜1 0 2 0 0 1 0 1
      ˜y y  y  y  y y  
 tl 
 	 l 
,˜ ˜0 0
       ˜x x  x  x  x x  
 t h  ˜ ˜0 0 0
  
 2	 h   l  
Ž .
˜ ˜      Ž .and h h  h  h  h h  3 . Thus by 4.8 one has0 0
˜yM x t h   tl 4.10Ž .Ž .˜ ˜Ž .
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   4˜for any t 0, 	  . Now fix t such that 0 tmin 2 , t  t . Then0
˜ ˜ ˜x th
 x  th   e  th  2 te 
 x  t t h   2 t e ,Ž . Ž .˜ 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
Ž .and hence we obtain because of the convexity of 
˜ ˜x t h  	 x  t t h   2 t e  tŽ . Ž .Ž .˜ 0 0 1
˜	 x  t t h    t  tŽ . Ž .0 0
˜	 x  t t h  .Ž .0 0
Ž . Ž Ž . .˜So, by 4.10 one obtains yM x  t t h    tl; that is, there˜ 0 0
˜ ˜ Ž Ž . .˜exists b such that y tlbM x  t t h   , which ensures˜ 0 0
˜ Ž .˜ ˜that y tlb y  t t l because of the definition of t and the˜ 0
˜ ˜˜ ˜inequality t t t . This is impossible, because y tlb
 y  tle  tlb˜0 0 2
Ž . .˜ y  t t l . The proof is then complete.0
Remark 4.2. The proof still works if instead of assuming that both E
and F are finite dimensional, one assumes that E is finite dimensional
Ž . Ž .and x r  y r  gph M is compact for some r 0.
In the following proposition we will prove that the set-valued mapping
Ž .M is pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y  gph M if and only if it is dir. pseudo-
Ž .Lipschitz at x, y with respect to h
 0. We will also see that it is
Ž .equivalent to the directional pseudo-Lipschitzness behavior at x, y with
respect to all h E. In the case where E is assumed to be a normed
Ž .vector space, we will prove see Corollary 4.1 the equivalence with the
pseudo-Lipschitzness behavior of M itself. Note also that, when E is
assumed to be a normed vector space, one can establish a proof of
Proposition 4.4, using Proposition 3.2, Definition 3.1, and the characteriza-
 tion by Rockafellar 13 of the pseudo-Lipschitzness behavior of M in
terms of the scalar function  . We give here a direct proof which holdsM
for any topological vector space E.
PROPOSITION 4.4. The following assertions are equialent:
Ž .1. M is pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y ;
Ž .2. M is dir. pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y with respect to all h E;
Ž .3. M is dir. pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y with respect to h
 0.
Ž .Proof. 1 2. Suppose that M is pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y . Then by
Definition 2.1, there exist a closed convex neighborhood U of zero in E
and neighborhoods X of x and Y of y such that
YM x 	M x   x  x  for any x , x  X . 4.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 U 1 2 F 1 2
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Fix any h E. Choose 	 ,  0 and neighborhoods X  of x and H of h
  Ž .such that X  0, 	 H	 X and  h   for any hH. Put K  .U F
Ž .  It follows from 4.11 that for any x X , t 0, 	 , and hH one has
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .YM x 	M x th  t h  	M x th  tK , which ensuresU F
Ž .that M is dir. pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y with respect to h.
2 3. This implication is obvious.
Ž .3 1. Suppose that M is dir. pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y with respect
to h
 0. Then there exist 	 0, neighborhoods X of x and Y of y, a
closed balanced neighborhood H of zero, and a bounded subset K in F
such that
 YM x 	M x th  tK for all x X , hH , and t 0, 	 .Ž . Ž .
4.12Ž .
Fix  0 such that K	  and choose a neighborhood X  of xF
Ž .satisfying X  X 	 	4 H. Fix x and x in X  with x  x and fix1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .any real number t such that  x  x  t  x  x  	4. AsH 2 1 H 2 1
  Ž . Ž . Ž Žt 0, 	 and x  x tH, it follows from 4.12 applied with h
 x2 1 2
. . Ž . Ž . x t that one has YM x 	M x  t . Consequently,1 1 2 F
YM x 	 cl M x   x  x Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 H 2 1 F
	M x  2 x  x  ,Ž . Ž .2 H 2 1 F
1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and one obtains YM x 	M x   x  x  for U 2 H.1 2 U 2 1 F
Ž .This ensures that M is pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y .
The following corollary is a direct consequence of Proposition 4.4,
Ž .Corollary 3.1, Proposition 3.3, and the definition of Q M; x, y .int
COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose that E is a normed ector space. Then the
following assertions are equialent:
Ž .1. M is pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y ;
Ž .2. M is dir. pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y with respect to all h E;
Ž .3. M is dir. pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y with respect to h
 0;
Ž .4. 0Q M x, y ;int
Ž .5. Q M x, y 
 E;int
Ž . Ž .6.  is dir. Lipschitz at x, y with respect to 0, 0  E F;M
Ž . Ž .7.  is dir. Lipschitz at x, y with respect to h, 0 for all h E;M
Ž .8.  is locally Lipschitz at x, y .M
Remark 4.3. According to Proposition 3.1, Corollary 3.1, Definition 3.1,
Ž .and the definition of Q M x, y , one deduces that the quasi-interiorint
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 Ž .tangent cone is the domain of the function h  x, y; h, 0 . It is alsoM
 Ž .equal to the domain of the function h  x, y; h, k , for all k F. InM
the following proposition we will prove a similar result for the quasi-hyper-
0 Ž .tangent cone and the function h  x, y; h, 0 .M
PROPOSITION 4.5. The following equalities hold:
0 0Q M x , y 
 dom  x , y ; ., 0 
 dom  x , y ; ., k ,Ž . Ž . Ž .hyp M M
for all k F .
Proof. We will show the first equality. The second one is shown to be
similar by use of the Lipschitz behavior of  with respect to the secondM
variable.
Ž .Let hQ M x, y . Then there exist 	 0, neighborhoods X of xhyp
and Y of y, and a bounded subset K in F such that for all x X and
  Ž . Ž .t 0, 	 one has YM x 	M x th  tK. As K is bounded, there
Ž . Ž .exists  0 such that K	  . Thus for all x, y  X Y  gph MF
  Ž . Ž .and t 0, 	 one has yM x th  t and hence  x th, y 
F M
Ž Ž ..d y, M x th  t , which ensures
1lim sup t  x th , y   . 4.13Ž .Ž .M
MŽ . Ž .x , y  x , y
t0
 On the other hand, we have by Bounkhel and Thibault 4 the following
equality:
0 1 x , y ; h , k 
 lim sup t  x th , y tk . 4.14Ž .Ž . Ž .M M
MŽ . Ž .x , y  x , y
t0
0Ž . Ž .This proves by 4.13 that  x, y; h, 0   , which implies that h is in theM
0 Ž .domain of  x, y; ., 0 .M
0 Ž .Now we prove the reverse inclusion. Let h dom  x, y; ., 0 . Then byM
Ž .4.14 , there exist  , 	 0 and neighborhoods X of x and Y of y such
that
d y , M x th  tŽ .Ž .
 for all x , y  X Y  gph M and t 0, 	 .Ž . Ž .
Ž .  Then there exist yM x th such that y y  t t, and hence
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y y t  1  	M x th  t  1  . Put K   1  .F F F
Thus there exist 	 0, neighborhoods X of x and Y of y, and a bounded
Ž . Ž .subset K in F, such that YM x 	M x th  tK , for all x X and
  Ž .t 0, 	 , which ensures that hQ M; x, y , and hence the proof ishyp
finished.
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As a direct consequence of this proposition and Proposition 4.2, we have
COROLLARY 4.2. Assume that M is directionally pseudo-Lipschitz at
Ž . Ž .  Ž .x, y . Then for all k F one has Q M x, y 
 int dom  x, y; ., k 
int M
0 Ž .  Ž .int dom  x, y; ., k 
 int Q M x, y .M hyp
In the following theorem we will follow the idea of the proof of
 Theorem 2.1 in Borwein and Strojwas 3 , to establish a characterization of
 dir. pseudo-Lipschitz set-valued mappings. See also Ciligot-Travain 7 .
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose that E is a Baire space, F is a finite-dimensional
ector space, and M is closed. Then the two following assertions are equia-
lent:
Ž .1. M is dir. pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y with respect to h E;
 Ž . Ž2. h core Q M x, y here the ‘‘core’’ denotes the algebraichyp
.interior .
Ž .Proof. Remembering that M is dir. pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y with
Ž .respect to h if and only if hQ M x, y , one sees that the implicationint
1 2 follows directly from Corollary 4.2. We prove now the implication
 Ž .  Ž .2 1. Suppose that h core Q M x, y . Then 0 core Q M x, yhyp hyp
  Ž .  Ž . h and hence E
 k Q M x, y  h , because Q M x, y isk* hyp hyp
 4convex. Let U be a fixed basis of neighborhoods of zero in En n
satisfying U 	U for any n. Define for each n a subset Qn ofn1 n
n  E as hQ if and only if for any x xU and any t 0, 1n one hasn
Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž .y 1n  M x 	M x th  tn . First, we show thatF F
nQ M ; x , y 
 Q . 4.15Ž .Ž . hyp
n
Ž .Consider hQ M; x, y . There exist 	 0, neighborhoods X of x andhyp
 Y of y, and a bounded subset K in F such that for all x X and t 0, 	
Ž . Ž .one has YM x 	M x th  tK. Choose n such that xU 	n
1 1X, y  	 Y, 0  	 , and K	 n . For this integer n one hasF Fn n
n nŽ .hQ and hence Q M x, y 	 Q . As the reverse inclusion ishyp n
Ž .obvious, one has the equality 4.15 .
Now we show that for any n the subset Q n is closed. Fix n
Ž . nand consider a sequence h in Q with h  h. Then for anyk k k k
1 k, any x xU , and any t 0, one hasn n
1
y  M x 	M x th  tn . 4.16Ž . Ž . Ž .F k Fž /n
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1Ž . Ž . Ž .Consider x, y  xU  y   gph M. Then for any kn Fn
Ž . Ž .there exist, by 4.16 , an element z M x th satisfying y z k k k
Ž .nt . Thus for any integer k one has z  y nt and x th , z F k F k k
 4gph M. Then the sequence z is bounded in the finite-dimensionalk k
 4space F and hence there exists a subsequence z which convergessŽ k . k
Ž . Ž .to an element z F. Consequently, x th , z  x th, z , andsŽ k . sŽ k . k
Žhence, according to the closedness of the graph gph M, one gets x
. Ž .th, z  gph M, that is, zM x th . On the other hand, as y z sŽ k .
Ž .nt , one has y z nt , so yM x th  tn . This ensures thatF F F
hQn and hence the subset Qn is closed for any n. Thus the subset
kQn is also closed for any k and any n.
Ž .Now, using the equality 4.15 and the equality
E
 k Q M x , y  h ,Ž . hyp
k
one obtains E
 kQn. Since E is a Baire space, there existsk , n N
p such that int Q p . This says that there exist h E and 	 0
  Žsuch that for all h h 	 , x xU , and t 0, 1p one has yF p
1 . Ž . Ž .   M x 	 M x  th  pt , which ensures that h F Fp
Ž . Ž .Q M x, y . Therefore, M is dir. pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y , and hence byint
Proposition 4.2 one has
Q M x , y 
 int Q M x , y .Ž . Ž .int hyp
Ž .On the other hand, the nonemptiness here of the convex cone Q M x, yhyp
implies that its algebraic interior coincides with its topological interior.
Thus
h core Q M x , y 
 int Q M x , y 
Q M x , y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .hyp hyp int
Ž .which ensures that M is dir. pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y with respect to h.
5. APPLICATIONS TO TANGENTIAL REGULARITY
In this section we will apply the results obtained in the previous sections
to study the tangential regularity of dir. pseudo-Lipschitz set-valued map-
pings. We begin by recalling some definitions that will be used in the
remainder of the paper.
   4DEFINITION 5.1 14, 4 . Let f : E  and x dom f.
1. One says that f is directionally regular at x provided that the
 Ž .generalized directional derivative of Rockafellar f x; . coincides with
H Ž .the lower Hadamard derivative f x; .
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2. One says that f is subdifferentially regular at x provided that the
Clarke subdifferential of f at x coincides with the Hadamard subdifferen-
C HŽ . Ž .tial of f at x, i.e.,  f x 
  f x .
H Ž .3. One says that  f is topologically closed top-closed at x if for
	 JŽ . Ž .any net x in E and any net x in E* with x  x in E,j j J j j J j
	 	 H Ž .x  x* in E* endowed with the weak-star topology and x   f x forj j j
H HŽ .all j J, one has x*  f x . If J
, one says that  f is sequentially
Ž .closed seq-closed at x.
  Ž .DEFINITION 5.2 10 . One says that M is tangentially regular at x, y if
Ž .and only if the graph gph M is tangentially regular at x, y in the sense of
Ž .Clarke, i.e., the Clarke tangent cone T gph M; x, y coincides with the
Ž . Ž  contingent cone K gph M; x, y . See 10 for the definition of these
.cones.
 Recall now the following theorem by Bounkhel and Thibault 4 .
 THEOREM 5.1 4 . Let E be a Banach space admitting an equialent norm
 4that is Gateaux differentiable away from the origin and let f : E ˆ
C Ž .be l.s.c. on E and dir. Lipschitz at x dom f with  f x . Then the
following assertions are equialent:
1. f is directionally regular at x;
2. f is subdifferentially regular at x;
H  HŽ . Ž .3.  f is top-closed at x and dom f x; . 
 dom f x; . ;
H  HŽ . Ž .4.  f is seq-closed at x and dom f x; . 
 dom f x; . .
To apply Theorem 5.1 with the scalar function  we will need to checkM
C Ž .  that   x, y is nonempty. Indeed, in Bounkhel and Thibault 5 , weM
Ž .proved that for x, y  gph M one has
 1 x , y ; h , k 
 lim sup inf t  x th, y tk ,Ž .Ž .M M
hhMŽ . Ž .x , y  x , y
t0
 Ž . Ž . Ž .and hence  x, y; h, k  0 for all h, k  E F. Therefore 0, 0 M
C CŽ . Ž .  x, y , and so   x, y .M M
Ž .Recall that M is upper semicontinuous u.s.c. at a point x if for every
Ž .open set Y containing M x there exists a neighborhood X of x such that
Ž .M X 	 Y. Now, we are ready to give the following theorem.
Ž .THEOREM 5.2. Assume that M is dir. pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y . Suppose
that E and F are two Banach spaces admitting equialent norms that are
Gateaux differentiable away from the origins of E and F, respectiely, andˆ
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suppose that M is u.s.c. around x. Then the following assertions are equia-
lent:
Ž . Ž .i  is directionally regular at x, y ;M
Ž . Ž .ii  is subdifferentially regular at x, y ;M
H Ž . Ž . Ž .iii   is top-closed at x, y and dom  x, y; . 
M M
H Ž .dom  x, y; . ;M
H Ž . Ž . Ž .iv   is seq-closed at x, y and dom  x, y; . 
M M
H Ž .dom  x, y; . .M
Proof. The equivalences are consequences of Theorem 5.1, Proposition
3.2, and what precedes the statement of the theorem.
The following corollary is a direct consequence of Corollary 4.1 and
Theorem 5.2.
Ž .COROLLARY 5.1. Assume that M is pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y . Suppose
that E and F are two Banach spaces admitting equialent norms that are
Gateaux differentiable away from the origins of E and F, respectiely. Then theˆ
following assertions are equialent:
Ž . Ž .i  is directionally regular at x, y ;M
Ž . Ž .ii  is subdifferentially regular at x, y ;M
HŽ . Ž .iii   is top-closed at x, y ;M
HŽ . Ž .iv   is seq-closed at x, y .M
To establish our last result in this section, we recall the following
 theorem by Bounkhel and Thibault 5 .
THEOREM 5.3. Assume that F is a finite-dimensional space. Then M is
Ž . Ž .tangentially regular at x, y if and only if  is directionally regular at x, y .M
Remark 5.1. The result of Theorem 5.3 still holds for a large class of
set-valued mappings whose range space F is not necessarily a finite-dimen-
sional space. For more details about this class and its applications, we refer
 to Bounkhel and Thibault 5 .
The following theorem scalarizes the tangential regularity of M in terms
of the function  . It is a direct consequence of Theorems 5.2 and 5.3.M
Ž .THEOREM 5.4. Assume that M is dir. pseudo-Lipschitz at x, y . Suppose
that E is a Banach space admitting an equialent norm that is Gateauxˆ
differentiable away from the origin of E and suppose that F is a finite-dimen-
sional space and that M is u.s.c. around x. Then the following assertions are
equialent:
Ž . Ž .i  is directionally regular at x, y ;M
Ž . Ž .ii  is subdifferentially regular at x, y ;M
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Ž . Ž .iii M is tangentially regular at x, y ;
H Ž . Ž . Ž .iv   is top-closed at x, y and dom  x, y; . 
M M
H Ž .dom  x, y; . ;M
H Ž . Ž . Ž .v   is seq-closed at x, y and dom  x, y; . 
M M
H Ž .dom  x, y; . .M
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